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ISA?
Not that one!
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ISA!
• Instruction Set Architecture 

• "An [...] instruction set architecture (ISA) is the part of the 
computer architecture related to programming, including 
the native data types, instructions, registers, addressing 
modes, memory architecture, interrupt and exception 
handling, and external I/O.  
An ISA includes a specification of the set of opcodes 
(machine language), and the native commands 
implemented by a particular processor."  [Wikipedia] 

• Let's take a closer look on trends in ISA extensions...
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Evolution of ISA Extensions
• Only considering (Intel) x86 architecture here 
• 1978: Introduction of 8086 CPU architecture 
• 1980: 8087 FPU 
• 1982: 80286 – 16 bit protected mode 
• 1985: 80386 – 32 bit protected mode 
• 1996: MMX – SIMD 
• 1999: SSE1, 2001: SSE2, 2004: SSE3, ...  
• 2006: SSE4 – more insns & precision 
• 2008: AES 
• ...what else?
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Quo Vadis, ISA?

• Current developments in instruction set extensions 

• A glimpse on future developments
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... & Cui Bono?
• Whom are the ISA extensions expected to help? 

• How can they help OS designers and developers? 

!

• This talk: Mostly questions (few answers) 

• Starting point for discussions
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ISA: No Fun for the OS?
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Real mode

Protected mode
Long mode

Segment Registers

Processor designers are (often) giving  
OS designers and developers a hard time

MMU & TLB
Task State Segments Call Gates

...
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Intel TSX
• Intel TSX: Transactional Synchronization Extensions 

• Implemented in Haswell and beyond 
• Beware: not in all Haswell CPUs (→ ark.intel.com) 

• Transaction semantics for main memory accesses 
• Implemented by buffering memory writes 
• Hardware uses L1 cache to buffer transactional writes 

• Writes not visible to other threads until after commit 
• Eviction of transactionally written line causes abort 

• Buffering at cache line granularity
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http://ark.intel.com


TSX Example: Lock Elision

• Developer uses coarse grain lock 
• Hardware elides the lock to expose concurrency 
• Alice and Bob don’t serialize on the lock 
• Hardware automatically detects real data conflicts
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TSX Example: Lock Elision
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TSX: RTM mode
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RTM = "Restricted 
Transactional Memory"

Ravi Rajwar, Martin Dixon (Intel): Intel Transactional Synchronization Extensions, IDF'12



Use Case: Checkpointing
• Dependability research – DFG SPP1500 
• Checkpoint and recovery: common method to restore state 

corrupted by HW error 
• Is TSX useful here? 

• Idea: Hardware TM enables "free" checkpointing and 
restore for fault-tolerant applications 

• Run thread+checker thread(s) in parallel on the same 
memory locations 
• If deviation detected, abort transaction and restore state 
• Otherwise, commit transaction and continue
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...Research Ideas
• You have a great idea for a research topic...and what happens?  

• Someone else had that idea before! 
• Might have been obvious here? 

• Yalcin [1] requires comparator HW 
• Metzlaff [2] proposes comparison  

approach using lazy versioning 
• What's left for you to do? 

• Evaluate if these ideas really work  
on real hardware
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[1] Gulay Yalcin et al.: FaulTM: Error Detection and Recovery Using Hardware Transactional  
Memory, Proc. of DATE 2013, pp. 220–225 
[2] Stefan Metzlaff, Sebastian Weis, and Theo Ungerer: Towards Transactional Memory for Safety-
Critical Embedded Systems, Euro-TM WS on Transactional Memory 2013 (ext. Abstract)



...TSX Implementation
• Checkpoint/restore of (mostly) register and L1 data cache state 
• Read and write addresses for conflict checking 

• Tracked at cache line granularity using physical address 
• Data conflicts occur if at least one request is doing a write 

• Detected at cache line granularity 
• Detected using existing cache coherence protocol 
• Abort when conflicting access detected 

• Restricted size of transactions 
• Depending on L1 D$ utilization, locking of cache lines, ...
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...and Disillusions
• Problem with Intel TSX for dependability checkpointing support 

• Even if identical data is written by concurrent tasks (WAW conflict), 
the transaction is aborted! 

• Additional complications: 
• Some instructions and events may cause aborts 

• Uncommon instructions, interrupts, faults, etc. 
• Software must provide a non-transactional path 

• HLE: Same software code path executed without elision 
• RTM: SW fallback handler must provide alternate path 

• Best case: (lots) more work required 
• Worst case: Intel TSX not useful for dependability checkpointing
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Intel MPX
• New instructions enabling runtime buffer overflow checks  

• Improve software security and robustness  

• Four new registers to store bounds  

• New instructions to check bounds prior  
to memory access  

• Exception on bound violations  

• Expected 2015...
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Baiju Patel, Intel: Stop Buffer Overflows in Their Tracks with 
Intel Memory Protection Extensions (IDF'13 Presentation)



MPX strcpy
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Time to think about...
• Is there demand for OS-supporting ISA extensions? 

• Can we improve the interaction between OS and 
processor architecture? 

• Perhaps: a fresh look at OS-CPU codesign? 

• What might these extensions look like? 

• Inspiration from µcode? DEC Alpha PALcode
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Don't ask what you can do 
for the processor designer 

– 
ask what the processor 

designer can do for you! 



ISA and RISC-vs-CISC
• Patterson&Ditzel's paper: Foundation of RISC ideas 

• Reduced instruction sets vs. "baroque" CISC ISA 

• Classical argument in favor of RISC 

• VAX "Index" instruction: similar to proposed MPX
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David Patterson, David Ditzel: The Case for the Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
ACM SIGARCH Computer Architecture News, Vol. 8 Issue 6, Oct. 1980, pp. 25-33



VAX Index Instruction
• Similar to newly proposed x86 MPX extension
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Compaq Computer Corporation: VAX MACRO  
and Instruction Set Reference Manual 
(2001) Order Number: AA–PS6GD–TE



What Patterson wrote
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David Patterson, David Ditzel: The Case for the Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
ACM SIGARCH Computer Architecture News, Vol. 8 Issue 6, Oct. 1980, pp. 25-33



...and how he was proven 
wrong

• Reaction of DEC's VAX architects 

• One of the basic propositions for RISC was invalid
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Douglas W. Clark and William D. Strecker: Comments on "the case for the reduced  
instruction set computer," by Patterson and Ditzel 
ACM SIGARCH Computer Architecture News, Vol. 8 Issue 6, Oct. 1980, pp. 34-38 



A Proof (No Pudding)
• You thought you would never see microcode again? :-)
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